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The bouncing scenario



Framework

Homogeneous & isotropic metric (FLRW):

Hubble rate  

spatial curvature

Matter component: perfect fluid

 equation of state
dust

radiation

+ cosmological constant = Einstein equations 



Particular solution: dust and radiation

integrate conservation equation

 

 

 

 

Phenomenologically valid description for 14 Gyrs!!!!



gaussian signal

almost scale invariant

excluded

isocurvature

compatible with

INFLATION

quantum vacuum fluctuations of a single scalar d.o.f

Planck 2015



Numerical simulation for large 
scale structure formation...











The issue we are interested in: the singularity



The issue we are interested in: the singularity





Singularity problem…                                             a quantum effect?































ultra stiff eq. of state
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Quantum cosmology

Hamiltonian GR (3+1)

   

lapse function
shift vectorintrinsic metric =

first fundamental form

 

 

intrinsic curvature tensor

extrinsic curvature = 
second fundamental form:



Action (Einstein-Hilbert, compact space):

Canonical momenta

 

primary constraints



Hamiltonian

variation wrt lapse:                     Hamiltonian constraint

variation wrt shift:                      momentum constraint
classical description complete



Superspace & canonical quantization

relevant configuration space

 

 

parameters

GR         invariance/diffeomorphisms                                              : superspace

Wave functional

+ Dirac canonical quantization procedure



primary constraints

momentum

De Witt metric

same     for configurations related by a coordinate transformation

Hamiltonian

 

 

Wheeler - De Witt equation



primary constraints

momentum

same     for configurations related by a coordinate transformation

Hamiltonian

TIMELESS Schrödinger equation



mini-superspace 

restrict attention from an infinite dimensional configuration space to a 2 dimensional space
= mini-superspace

WDW equation becomes Schrödinger like for

Conceptual & technical issues

infinite # d.o.f. to a few: mathematical consistency?

freeze momenta… Heisenberg uncertainties?



The clock issue in quantum cosmology

GR = constrained system: lack of external time

arbitrary degree of freedom: internal clock



Classical system

Constraint

observableevolution
parameter
(time)

Time parametrization invariance

arbitrary non vanishing lapse function

hamiltonian







Quantum system

        linear in 

will become time

time-dependent
Schrödinger equation

Constrained system

Canonical transformation

de9nes clock



A simple example

First, rede9ne time:

Classical EOMs 2 independent harmonic oscillators



Canonical transformation &

on shell

Quantization:    only!

&

remains classical (clock)



Bianchi I case

Scale factors Volume

Action

canonical
one-form

constraint



ensure canonical one-form remains canonical

constraint

cyclic variable set                      and

exact… ignore!

neither    nor      in 



the system reduces to

Hamilton equations

+ constraint

closed for    and



Choosing a time monotonically increasing function

valid time choice

Solving directly in the action

classical unconstrained one dimensional system



symmetric ordering choice

coordinate transformation



slow-gauge time

Action

new time variable canonical if

freely moving particle...

on the half line



Quantization: a gaussian wave packet

implement boundary conditions to ensure self-adjointness 

solves the Schrödinger equation





Operator ordering ambiguity

self-adjoint hamiltonian on the half-line





Closed algebra of operators

Heisenberg equations of motion



Heisenberg equations of motion

solution as time-dependent operators

expectation values follows similar equations… 

semi-classical variables

phase space solution



NO SINGULARITY







Changing the time variable

rede9ning the dynamical variables in the process

change the canonical one-form

same system!

no change of range...

delay function no dependency on time



Delay function



Delay function



Delay function



Delay function



Delay function (slow to fast)

[regular to singular]



Comparison between
different delay functions

Same asymptotics

P. Małkiewicz, PP and S. Vitenti, Phys. Rev. D101, 046012 (2020) [arXiv:1911.09892] 



Conclusions

Bouncing alternative to in6ation still alive

Shear issue: ekpyrosis or shear viscosity

Classical / quantum bounce

Observational consequences & perturbations

(talks by Shiv Sethi,  Yi Fu Cai...)

Thank you for your attention!


